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Abstract
Mainly targeting at a small-city level road network, this paper builds an in-memory index
for fast map matching, one of the most fundamental building blocks for vehicle information
services. For the ESRI shape file sequentially storing road objects such as intersections and
links, our indexing scheme obtains the offset of each link and creates the corresponding
record consisting of link id, two end points, and the offset. Along with node entries, each of
which includes all emanating links for a node, this index makes it possible to traverse the
shape file just like Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm, while all index traversal steps are done
within memory. The previous location of a vehicle gives the start point of a map match
process, significantly reducing the number of links to check if they include a specific point.
This scheme particularly helps us to build an analyzer application for a series of spatiotemporal streams such as battery discharge dynamics.
Keywords: smart transportation, electric vehicle, map matching, graph index, road
network

1. Introduction
1

According to the smart grid vision, electric vehicles, or EVs in short, are one of the
most important elements in the future transport system [1]. If current gasoline-powered
vehicles are replaced by EVs, greenhouse gas emissions will be much reduced. T he
deployment of EVs will avoid burning fossil fuels and basically take advantage of
cheap nuclear energy. Moreover, many renewable energy sources such as wind, sunlight,
and the like, can be used to charge EV batteries. Besides those environmental benefits,
EVs can be more easily combined with information and communication technologies
due to their digital nature in engine control and vehicle management. Hence, a variety
of intelligent computer applications can be developed and embedded in in -vehicle
computers for efficient and convenient driving [2]. In addition, current vehicle
networks are sure to enrich vehicle information services with inter -vehicle and vehicleto-infrastructure cooperation [3].
Due to their eco-friendliness, many cities, especially having many natural attractions,
are much interested in EVs and trying to accelerate their fast deployment. However,
there are some obstacles for this effort. Most of all, stemmed from the capacity
limitation in EV batteries, the driving distance is practically at most 100 km and it takes
30 ~ 40 minutes to charge an EV even with a fast charger [4]. With slow chargers, it
takes about 6 ~ 7 hours. Fast chargers may shorten the battery life and can fill
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electricity by just up to 80 % of the full battery capacity. The battery discharge is
affected by so many factors such as road shapes, altitude changes, drivers' behaviors,
air conditioner operations, and the like. Sometimes, drivers worry that they cannot
reach their destinations. Hence, it is necessary to estimate current battery remaining, or
interchangeably SoC (State of Charge), and the reachable distance on the way to the
destination [5]. If the current SoC is not enough, the driver must have his or her EV
charged.
In the mean time, many vehicle services can be developed by a computer application
running on in-vehicle computers such as telematics devices, just as many other smart
grid components take advantage of computational intelligence and communication
networks [6]. Moreover, GPS receivers make the location information available to the
application. With this, many location-dependent applications can be developed. The
most essential application is definitely the vehicle navigation which find s the route to a
destination from the current position. Basically, by the current coordinate of an EV, it is
possible to know the road segment the EV is currently moving on. The process of
binding the coordinate to a road segment is map matching. For a given coordinate,
mainly specified by longitude and latitude in the world-wide coordinate system, the
map matching procedure searches the set of road segments to find the match. Here, each
road segment is represented by a series of coordinates accounting for the shape of roads.
For a fast moving EV, map matching speed is important to give more room for the
execution of other complex and time-consuming applications such as SoC analyzers and
inference engines [7]. Basically, the efficiency of map matching processes is subject to
how the road segments are organized and thus how many comparisons are needed to
find the match [8]. A link having a complex shape consists of hundreds of line segments
and the same number of comparisons is needed to check whether an observation point
belongs to the link. So, if we have to investigate many links, the computation time can
be too much. For a moving object which creates a spatio-temporal trajectory, the
current location is not far away from the previous location. Hence, it is reasonable to
start the map matching procedure from the road segment to which the past coordinate is
matched. In addition, the number of links to investigate can be further cut down by
narrowing the search scope only to the links along the road network on which the EV
can move.
Generally, spatial objects are specified by their coordinates in the 2-dimension space,
and can be arranged by their locations and connectivity from a specific reference point.
The spatial index can much improve the search speed, taking advantage of this order.
Existing index schemes are developed for general-purpose location-based applications,
not mainly concerning the road network topology and handling both static and dynamic
objects. If we just focus on the trajectory analysis, the graph style index can prevent the
search scope from deviating from the actual moving road segment of an EV. In this
regard, this paper designs a complementary index for fast map matching, aiming at
providing an efficient EV service framework capable of hosting many sophisticated
applications. As an extended version of our previous work [9], this paper further
includes related work and more details on design details.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews related work,
focusing on specialized map matching and indexing. After our system configuration is
specified in Section3, Section 4 proposes a graph-based index scheme. Finally, Section
5 concludes this paper along with a brief introduction of future work.
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2. Related Work
Online map matching is very important for real-time location-based applications.
According to [10], most online map matching algorithms localize the search area based
on fixed sliding window and fixed depth recursive look-ahead strategies. Their work
proposes an optimal localization strategy called the variable sliding window, which
divides the input trajectory points into subproblems and finally finds a global solution
by means of a sequential estimation of each local matching result. In this algorithm,
candidate paths are searched first according to their likelihood calculated by a hidden
Markov machine model. Each hidden state in the Markov chain is associated with an
emission probability. It quantifies the likelihood that the point is on the specific link
and the link closer to the point has higher emission probability. The scoring function
selects the link match by the momentum change function and the distance discrepancy
function. After all, this algorithm can achieve both accuracy preservation and re sponse
time reduction.
As an interesting example of map matching procedure for a series of locations having
low sampling rate, [11] proposes a compromised global search scheme. Its main
challenge is to overcome the difficulty in applying incremental map matching
techniques which take advantage of the correlation with the previous point and the last
matched link. If the sampling period is large, the distance between two consecutive
observation points can increase, making it difficult to narrow the local search area.
Even worse, the exact area containing the observation point can be excluded from the
search area. The authors propose a kind of a global matching scheme called STmatching. It considers not only the spatial features on geometry and topology but also
temporal constraints imposed on the trajectory. This spatio-temporal analysis creates a
candidate graph consisting of nodes representing the pair of candidate link and an
observation point as well as links representing the dependency between each point-tolink match. In this graph, the well-known shortest path algorithm can find the best
matching sequence.
As for an indexing scheme for road networks, [12] proposes a two-level index
structure consisting of route overlay and association directory. Basically, the route
overlay manages the physical network architecture and interestingly some shortcuts,
which can be given by map providers. Various shortcuts can coexist for different
requirements from different applications. The association directory associates objects
and object abstracts to the actual road network. Here, content providers specify the
mapping information from respective objects to nodes, links, and specific area.
Moreover, the directory facilitates flexible object types and network updates. Area
hierarchy reduces index overhead especially for range queries and nearest neighbor
queries. This framework allows efficient processing of location dependent spatial
queries on the target road network by means of separating the network from spatial
objects, exploiting search space pruning techniques, and permitting different distance
metrics.

3. System Configuration
Figure 1 illustrates our system configuration. First, the EV information acquisition
module reads the current status of the electric control unit (ECU) and the battery
management unit (BMS) of an EV. In EVs, the ECU continuously monitors the status of
electric system inside the vehicle and decides an appropriate control action. Besides the
classic control objects such as brake control modules, the ECU is required to deal with
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battery devices in cooperation with the BMS. The BMS is the most important part in
EVs, as the battery is the engine of EVs [13]. The BMS prevents every cell in the
battery from being overcharged or undercharged. In addition, it balances the battery
cells during charge to extend the battery life and driving range. The ECU sends the
collected information to in-vehicle display units such as a dash board or a telematics
device. Moreover, on-board diagnosis (OBD) devices scan this status information and
send to another analysis module via CAN (Control Area Network).
Our main concern lies in SoC, but it is not open to general application developers.
EV manufacturers have no obligation to open it, but SoC is displayed in the dash board.
By a negotiation with them, SoC may be partially available. At least, our computer
application can read current battery remaining by taking pictures of the dash board and
recognizing digits. In addition, the GPS receiver keeps providing the current coordinate
to the application. For each second, the GPS receiver reports RMC (Recommended
Minimum Data) and GGA (Global Positioning System Fix Data) records according to
the NMEA (National Marine Electronics Association) interface. We can obtain the
stream of SoC records associated with a spatial stamp consisting of longitude, latitude,
and altitude. At this stage, our research team gets the SoC data from an EV business
and telecommunication company. However, it must be pointed out that BMS -reported
battery remaining may have an error of up to 15 %. As the accuracy improvement is out
of scope of this paper, we just assume that the battery information is always correct.

Figure 1. System configuration
A road network is comprised of intersections and links connecting them. EVs can
move only along the links, each of which has its own shape. While just a single point is
enough to represent an intersection, a link needs a series of points to trace its shape.
Our system is targeting at Jeju city, Republic of Korea [14]. As a middle-level city,
currently it has about 18,000 intersections and 27,000 links. Jeju area is surrounded by
coastal line of about 200 km. This city is ambitiously accelerating the large deployment
of EVs as a part of smart grid model city enterprise. In addition, the road network has
significant terrain diversity and it is possible to build a battery discharge model for each
road type. That is, from the terrain aspects, this city embraces mountain roads, coastal
road, and urban roads. Here, the discharge model can benefit from many artificial
intelligence techniques [15].

4. Indexing Scheme
A road network is stored in ESRI shape files. Sometimes, the network is converted to
a spatial database records for better retrieval and management. However, for the small
or middle city-level road networks, it is possible to build a complementary in-memory
index for efficient map matching, relieving a burden of maintaining a complex and
expensive database system. The size of its link shape file depends on the pattern of road
layout. Figure 2 shows the actual road shape of Jeju city. In downtown area, the road
segment is generally straight, possibly specified just by 2 points. On the contrary, in the
mountain and seaside area, the roads are winding and needs hundreds of points. A
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single link is observed to have 600 marking points. In shape file, each link record is
stored sequentially. The shape file can have a general-purpose index, but it can support
an efficient move-forward and backward. We implement a Window-based shape file
viewer which reads and plots road shapes sequentially. It can be zoomed-in, zoomedout, and panned as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Road layout
Our design exploits an in-memory graph which includes intersections and links as
shown in Figure 3. Each intersection, or node, has the set of links emanating from it.
Actually, the size of a node record is not so large, so the entire node records can be
loaded into memory. On the contrary, each link has two end nodes and offset in the
shape file. The size of a link record is different by the number of marking points in the
link. That is, each link record is not stored in fixed position, so the shape fine permits
only a sequential access. According to the shape file format, a link record begins with
the coordinates of its bounding box, namely, x-max, x-min, y-max, and y-min. Here, x
and y means longitude and latitude for simplicity. If the match point is included in this
boundary, it is necessary to check if the point is on a line segment of the link one by
one. Otherwise, we can skip this link. For a line segment, the distance from the
observation point is calculated and if it is less than the small bound, the link match is
found.

Figure 3. Index architecture
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The graph index allows the map matching procedure to traverse the shape file not
sequentially but according to the connection architecture of the road network, taking
advantage of existing graph search algorithms such as Dijkstra’s and bread -first
schemes. That is, if the procedure investigates a link but does not find a match, it will
proceed to the adjacent links. The graph index contains the two end points of a link, so
the connected links can be easily found following nodes and their links. As the inmemory index includes the offset in the shape file, the map matching procedure can
randomly access the file using the SetFilePointer system call on Windows operation
systems. Practically, adjacent links are stored in the shape file not far away from each
other. As operating systems read records from the disk system by the block, it is highly
likely that additional disk access is not necessary. Finally, the real -time SoC
information can be associated with the road network even in the fast moving vehicles.
Figure 4 shows pros and cons of our graph index. Here, the road shape details are
omitted and just the link connections are plotted. An x mark represents the link matched
to the previous observation point. From this link, the map matching procedure extends
the search tree until it finds the match. The two end-points of the x-marked link will be
the starting points of the search if the heading information is not available. Two level
extensions from the current observation point marked by + can find the matched link in
Figure 4(a). On the contrary, in Figure 4(b), the two observation points are quite close
in Euclidean distance, but the network distance is large, making us follow the graph
index several times. In this case, area-based filtering looks better, but a single spatial
query needs a quite much time overhead.

(a) Normal case

(b) inefficiency in graph index

Figure 4. Index-based matching
Figure 5 plots the change in the remaining amount according to the driving distance. Here,
the time interval between two observation points ranges from 10 to 30 seconds. Some
measurements are lost in delivering to the analysis module and some points fail to match a
link. The y-axis denotes battery remaining and it corresponds to the reachable distance with
current battery amount. Two graphs start from different initial values, and the difference from
the initial amount is important for respective cases. First, Figure 5(a) shows the battery when
an EV drives along the mountain road having steep up-slopes and down-slopes. Remaining
battery increases without external charging, when the EV moves down, due to regenerative
brake energy. On the contrary, battery remaining reduces almost uniformly when an EV
drives on flat area as shown in Figure 5(b). How to quantify this change and map the road
characteristics to the change will be net next problem [16].
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(a) driving mountain area

(b) driving plain area
Figure 5. Battery remaining dynamics

5. Conclusions
Smart transportation is an important area of the smart grid system, pursuing energy
efficiency in the transport system mainly with EVs and their charging infrastructure.
For developing intelligent services, it is necessary to build an EV -specific data
processing framework, such as a battery discharge model along the roads of different
features. As an essential building block for such applications, this paper has designed a
graph-style index scheme, targeting at online map matching. To speed up the search in
the sequential shape file, this index consists of nodes and links along with inter referencing pointers, while each link has an offset within the shape file. This index
allows a fast traversal along the road network just like the shortest path algorithm. From
the starting point, which is the last matched link, the index gradually extends the search
tree until it finds a link match from the starting point. In the mean time, the offset field
allows us to avoid unnecessary segment-by-segment on-the-line tests, significantly
enhancing the map matching speed.
As future work, we are planning to develop a SoC dynamics model based on the
collected SoC change for different types of routes such as urban, mountain, and coast
roads. Currently, our research time is collecting the stream of SoC change along the
representative roads in Jeju city area.
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